November 18, 2021

AMENDMENT #3
FOR

GMHA IFB 002-2022 RENOVATION SERVICES

TO: All prospective bidders,

This Amendment is being issued to answer the following RFIs:

1) As per contract drawing M1.0, equipment schedule for EF#21 requires a VFD. Vendor is requesting confirmation if VFD is needed for a 1/10HP, single phase motor. If yes, please provide the sequence of operation of speed for EF#21 and provide VFD basis of design.

Please delete VFD.

2) Vendor is requesting clarification for the rebalancing of the air conditioning and ventilation systems for the nursing wing identified with CFMS per selected registers/diffusers/grills.

Perform TAB as design.

3) Contract Drawing P1.1 provides the point of connection of the new underground SWV lines. Vendor is requesting the invert elevation of the existing underground sanitary lines.

Invert elevation is not available on hand. However, please refer to attached underground piping plan, P1.1 for reference.

If any other questions/clarifications please send via telefax addressed to Mrs. Lillian Perez-Posadas, MN, RN.

[Signature]
Dolores F. Pangelinan,
Hospital Materials Management Administrator

Acknowledgment of Receipt: Return acknowledgment to fax number 649-3640
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